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A7V OREV LETTER TO MY FRIEND&
YTYf VITHOUT any apologies, and only a brief explanation, I announce the publirz

W continuation of 'The Wageworker," but occupying what I hope will be a g
ciples I deem essential to the nation's welfare. But there is, I believe,

ment, absolutely independent, and given wholly to "boosting" men and measures thi
that I am mistaken in my opinion that there is a field for such a journal as I have H

most of my ability and effort. The result rests with others.
Maybe you will think there is much of the "Ego" about the name I have select,

tened it The Tribune, or The Palladium, or The Leader, or some other stereotyped
other names. This is the sole and only excuse I have to offer for the selection.

"WILL MAUPIN'S WEEKLY" will not deal with fads and 'isms; it will not see

impossible task of squaring "personal liberty" with unbridled license; it will not try
thing that two thousand years' of education and Christian inspiration has failed to
along the line. It will strenuously advocate forward steps in temperance Iegislat
er and alwaysor while it stands at all for NEBRASKA, the best state in the Sisfe

advertising to the world of what she has to offer the homeseeker and investor, and
I have mapped out an ambitious program, but I have confidence in my ability

support I can command from Nebraska men and women who believe in and advo
I have been an active newspaperman in Nebraska for the better part of a quart

any other man in the state. If this knowledge and this experience do not fit me to
BUT I AM NOT GOING TO FAIL! Neither will you fail me. We are going
The subscription price of "WILL MAUPIN'S WEEKLY" is One Dollar a year-ins-ist

on seeing the pay envelopes every Saturday. I am expecting to hear from yi

Lincoln, Nebraska--


